FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Protect Patients Against Broken Splints and Appliances with Space Maintainers’ Extended Warranty Program!

Calgary, AB – August 26, 2015 – It’s a dangerous world out there for Orthodontic Appliances! Patients lose them, they damage them, they break them. All of this doesn’t have to be a problem for you or your patient . . . when you have Space Maintainers Guarantee and Extended Warranty program on your side! Space Maintainers is pleased to offer dental practitioners, and their patients, two (2) Great Levels of Guaranteed Protection!

1. Every Space Maintainers-fabricated splint or appliance* is automatically guaranteed for 90 days, at no charge, against defective materials and craftsmanship.  
2. Want extra protection against patient breakage? Join Space Maintainers’ Extended Warranty Program*! For just a small fee per appliance, every one of your practice’s splints and appliances* will be automatically covered for ONE FULL CALENDAR YEAR from invoice date!

Imagine, every appliance and splint* your practice places protected against Loss, Damage beyond Repair or Breakage. All covered splints and appliances* are remade to original prescription AT NO ADDITIONAL CHARGE FOR MATERIALS OR LABOUR!

Contact your closest Space Maintainers location across Canada or call 1-800-661-1169 register your office for the Extended Warranty Program today!

* Does not include Sleep Appliances.

About the Aurum Group/Space Maintainers Canada

No one in dentistry can match the breadth and depth in technology, experience, expertise and product that The Aurum Group and Space Maintainers Canada bring to the table for dental professionals and patients across North America today. Innovation, Technique, Service, Fast Turnaround - The Aurum Group and Space Maintainers Canada have made these the cornerstones of a tradition of excellence. We cover all aspects from digital dentistry to the creation of accurate, functional and aesthetic appliances, prostheses and restorative solutions. Whether you need removable appliances, retainers, fixed appliances, functional appliances, bleaching trays, snoring/OSA appliances or splints and mouthguards, Space Maintainers - Canada is your Orthodontic Specialist. We blend the expertise of our well-trained, experienced and creative technicians with the finest materials available to provide your patients with unsurpassed orthodontic results.